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Timely and useful accounting information disclosure of listed company is the 
basis of capital market effective operating. But for a long time, there are common 
problems that management provides false accounting information by accounting 
manipulation, which not only puzzles accounting, but also is a big problem on capital 
market development for government. Therefore, accounting manipulation in capital 
market is the research objective of this paper. This paper is divided into five chapters 
altogether:  
Chapter one is the introduction. In this part, research background, methodology, 
research frame and contribution were analyzed. 
Chapter two is to review articles on accounting manipulation from accounting 
fraud and earnings management. 
Chapter three analyzes the difference of accounting manipulation between 
domestic and oversea from the reason of accounting manipulation. Therefore the 
reason causing this difference was recognized to be the special route of capital market 
development in China. And this difference will disappear with the mature of capital 
market. 
Chapter four analyzed evolutionary game of accounting manipulation. 
Evolutionary game as a basic tool was to analyze and interpret listed company’s 
accounting action, and different Evolutionary Stable Strategy (ESS) was attained with 
different accounting manipulation cost. Uncontrollable accounting manipulation cost 
is the key element. Accounting manipulation is Evolutionary Stable Strategy when 
uncontrollable accounting manipulation cost enough small  
Chapter five states governance of accounting manipulation—visual view of 
contract supervise. Company providing financial report, in which accounting 
information is the main content, is looked as a contract that is signed by company as 
legal entity and other interests. Carrying out contract effectively relies on the combine 
of three parts enforcement: first-part enforcement priority to moral self-discipline, the 
second-part enforcement priority to market force, and the third-part enforcement 
priority to court and administration, which limit accounting manipulation effectively. 
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① 日本公司活力门的财务丑闻曝光于 2006 年年初，其总裁于 2007 年 3 月 16 日被判入狱 2 年半。事件详情
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